2021 Q1
Quarterly Market
Review

Positive Signals

Reasons for Concern

▰ Vaccination efforts accelerating

▰ Vaccine rollout is inconsistent across

across the globe; economists
projecting increase in economic
growth

▰ Fed strongly committed to achieving
▰

goals, not yet ready to talk about
tapering
Consumer confidence is strong

▰
▰

the globe
We could see unexpected inflation,
forcing the Fed’s hands earlier than
expected
Recovery is far from over, obstacles
can get in the way
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Global fixed income returns

Source: Morningstar, Bloomberg Barclays and ICE BoA ML benchmarks shown. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Steepening yield curve
Yield range over past 10 years

Source: FactSet, Federal Reserve, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Positive yield does not
imply positive return. JPM Guide to the Markets – U.S. Data are as of March 31, 2021.
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Treasuries hit hard

Source: Payden & Rygel, Bloomberg Barclays; * Monthly data
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Inflation is coming?

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. *High or low inflation distinction is relative to median CPI-U inflation for the period 1988 to 2020 (33 years), which was
2.5% y/y. Rising or falling inflation distinction is relative to previous year CPI-U inflation rate. Indices: Bonds – Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate; Cash –
Bloomberg Barclays 1-3 Month T-Bill index since its inception in 1992 and 3-month T-Bill rates prior to that; U.S. high yield – Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate
Credit (corporate high yield); Equities – S&P 500; Value – Russell 1000 Value; Growth – Russell 1000 Growth; Small Cap – Russell 2000; EM equity – MSCI Emerging
Markets (USD); REITs – FTSE NAREIT/ All Equity REITs; Commodities – Bloomberg Commodity Index since its inception in 1992 and S&P GSCI prior to that; Gold –
NYM $/ozt continuous future closing price. For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not indicative of comparable future returns. Returns are based on 7
calendar year performance and are total return unless otherwise specified. Guide to the Markets – U.S. Data are as of March 31, 2021.

Beware of upcoming year over year CPI stats
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A beautiful mountain range?

Source: Yahoo! Finance, ACWI ETF
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US equity returns by size and style

Source: Morningstar, Russell benchmarks shown. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Changing sector leadership

Source: FactSet, Standard & Poor’s, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. November 6, 2020 chosen as the last business day before vaccine candidate is
revealed to have more than 90% efficacy against the COVID-19 virus in global trials. The company referenced is for illustrative purposes only.
JPM Guide to the Markets – U.S. Data are as of March 31, 2021.
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International developed, emerging and frontier
equity returns

Source: Morningstar, MSCI benchmark shown. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Dollar strength is good for US consumers but bad
for owners of non-US investments

Source: Wall Street Journal as March 31, 2021. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Gamestop & FOMO
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What’s all the BUZZ about?

Source: Morningstar Direct as of March 31, 2021
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March Madness: picking winners is hard!
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Diversification matters

Source: Callan, Large Cap Equity = S&P 500, Small Cap Equity = Russell 2000, Developed ex-US Equity = MSCI World ex-USA, Emerging Markets Equity
= MSCI Emerging Markets, US FI = Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index, High Yield = Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Bond Index, Global exUS FI = Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate ex-US Bond Index, Real Estate = FTSE Nareit Developed REIT Index, Cash Equivalent = 90-day Tbill
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Maintain your focus on what
really matters
▰ Financial planning is a process, not an endpoint
▰ Concentrate on long-term goals and objectives
▰ Focus on reaching goals, not on beating benchmarks
▰ Maintain a disciplined approach, in good and bad
▰
▰
▰

markets
Invest broadly and globally; asset allocation is key
Reduce investment and tax costs where possible
Rebalance as necessary
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Stocks vs. bonds

Periods shown are monthly from January 1976 through March 2021. Stocks are represented by the S&P 500 while bonds are represented by the
Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Total Return. Past performance is not indicative of future returns.
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Spend time in the markets, not timing them

The areas shaded in blue represent the percent of periods with positive returns

Since 1926, we have never seen a 15-year time period where US
equity returns were negative..
Source: CRSP 1-10 benchmark, data from January 1926 through 2020, cumulative returns used in the calculation, past performance is not indicative of future results
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THANKS!
Any questions?
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Disclosures
East Bay Investment Solutions, a Registered Investment Advisory firm, supplies investment research services under contract.
This document contains general information, may be based on authorities that are subject to change, and is not a substitute for professional advice
or services. This document does not constitute tax, consulting, business, financial, investment, legal or other professional advice, and you should
consult a qualified professional advisor before taking any action based on the information herein. This document is intended for the exclusive use
of East Bay clients, and/or clients or prospective clients of the advisory firm for whom this analysis was prepared in conjunction with the EAST BAY
TERMS OF USE, supplied under separate cover. Content is privileged and confidential. Information has been obtained by a variety of sources
believed to be reliable though not independently verified. To the extent capital markets assumptions or projections are used, actual returns,
volatility measures, correlation, and other statistics used will differ from assumptions. Historical and forecasted information does not include
advisory fees, transaction fees, custody fees, taxes or any other expenses associated with investable products unless otherwise noted. Actual
expenses will detract from performance. Past performance does not indicate future performance.
The sole purpose of this document is to inform, and it is not intended to be an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any security, or investment or
service. Investments mentioned in this document may not be suitable for investors. Before making any investment, each investor should carefully
consider the risks associated with the investment and make a determination based on the investor’s own particular circumstances, that the
investment is consistent with the investor’s investment objectives. Information in this document was prepared by East Bay Investment Solutions.
Although information in this document has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, East Bay Investment Solutions does not guarantee
its accuracy, completeness, or reliability and are not responsible or liable for any direct, indirect or consequential losses from its use. Any such
information may be incomplete or condensed and is subject to change without notice.
Visit eastbayis.com or more information regarding East Bay Investment Solutions.
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